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Project Updates:

• Fixing the Website: Full-fledged website available and can now be accessed by anyone, still needs polish and updated content from this year (agendas, minutes, cabinet monthly reports). Can now produce news stories which will be shared on the site though only two will show up at any given time. The goal of the new website was to be focused on being a resource for students who are looking for information on what SGA does, and has Senator resources binned together to avoid convoluting the site for students who don’t need to see all of the nitty-gritty Senate information

• SGA Newsletter: now that the website is back in action, the newsletters are able to go out without any issue

• Budget Priorities: survey out and extended to get increased feedback, leverage Senators and the contacts they have to help get as many responses as possible

• Contacting Senate Guest Speakers: recognized inconsistency with guest speakers in the Fall semester and generally heard that Senators value when guest speakers come to present. Planning on a much more dense schedule of guest speakers in the Spring (though still not at Full Body meetings)

Scheduled Meetings:

• Full Body Senate – 12/3
• YMCA Community Meeting
• Cabinet – 12/5
• Boston University Passing of the Gavel
• 1:1 with Petrin to discuss Budget Priorities Survey
• SGA Holiday Dinner